
CINE 1388 
Monsters, Aliens, Androids 

Syllabus 
 
Northeastern University, Fall Semester, 2014 
Tuesdays and Fridays, 1:35–4:30, Behrakis Health Sciences Center, 105. 
 
Contact Information 
Nathan Blake, n.blake@neu.edu, 617.373.6599 
Mailbox: Media and Screen Studies, 114 Holmes Hall 
Office: 123 Holmes Hall 
Hours: Mondays and Wednesdays, 12:00 to 1:00; Tuesdays, 11:00 to 1:00  
 
Course Description 
Looking at the figures of the monster, the alien, and the android within films, television, and videogames of the past 
century, this course examines how encounters with “the Other” define as well as challenge what it means to be 
human. It addresses issues of the body and identity in science fiction and horror—genres that explore bodies of all 
kind pushed beyond their limits. But these fantastic and terrifying figures are not simply fantasies that have no place 
in the everyday world; they raise critical questions about individuality, humanity, technology, race, gender, sex, 
and ability. As we survey a wide variety of monstrous bodies and texts, from Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein and the 
representations it spawned to the latest Terminator film, we consider the following sorts of questions: What cultural 
functions do these figures serve? What underlies the tendency to be disturbed or disgusted by monsters and aliens? 
What sorts of bodies—real and imagined—are deemed monstrous, and why? While many of these figures are 
intended to evoke dread, disgust, and terror, some are also—and simultaneously—alluring or seductive; how do 
we understand such ambiguity? What is the relationship between humans, animals, plants, and the nonorganic? 
How do bodies transformed by technology, death, evolution, etc. reveal the ways in which humanity and life itself 
are being redefined? As a course dedicated to the study of media as well, we consider the ways sound and moving 
image convey or contribute to notions and experiences of the monstrous, the uncanny, and the fantastic. The 
course focuses on a number of historical periods and representations. While students are welcome to explore in 
greater depth any of these subjects in their final paper, they are also encouraged to draw connections to 
contemporary examples in their critical examination of the monstrous body.   
 
Required Texts 
There is no textbook for this class. A Course Packet of PDFs is available on the course site at blackboard.neu.edu. 
Please contact me if you have difficulties accessing or reading any of the texts. We will spend a large part of each 
class discussing the text, so it is essential that you come prepared. I recommend you print a copy so that you can 
mark it up and bring it to class. Note: you are not allowed to refer to electronic copies in class (see Classroom 
Conduct below). 
 
Course Requirements 
15% Attendance / Participation / Screening Notes 
15% Presentations and In-Class Writing on Assigned Texts (3% each) 
15% First Paper (4 to 5 pages), due 1:35 PM, October 3 
20% Second Paper (4 to 5 pages), due 1:35 PM, November 7 
5%  Final Paper Statement (2 pages), due 1:35 PM, November 21 
30% Final Paper (10 to 12 pages), due via email 5:00 PM, December 9 
 
Attendance and Participation 
Regular attendance is essential, and is taken every class. You are allowed three absences. Each additional absence 
will reduce your final grade by three percentage points. For example, if you miss five classes, your highest possible 
grade in the course is a 94%. You will not receive credit for the course if you miss six or more classes. If you are 
sick, injured, or have a personal emergency or some other obligation, please contact me before class. I’ll be happy 
to fill you in on material covered in class, and I recommend that you view the film on your own.  
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Arriving on time is also essential. If you are late more than four times, each additional time you are late 
reduces your total grade by 1%. For example, if you are late for a total of seven classes, your highest possible 
grade in the course is a 97%. An absence is the equivalent of a late in this regard (that is, you are not allowed three 
absences and four lates—that would count as late for seven classes) 
 You are expected to come prepared, having read that day’s assignments, and ready to contribute to the 
discussion. Sleeping, texting, etc. in class will adversely affect your grade. Speaking with me before or after class, 
or emailing comments or observations, will also contribute to your course participation.  
 To assure that you are keeping up with the reading for each class, I may periodically issue short quizzes at the 
beginning of class. These may or may not be open notebook, and would contribute to your Attendance/ 
Participation grade.  
 
Make-up Assignment for Attendance 
If you are unable to attend a class but would like to receive credit, you have the opportunity to make up for one 
absence by: 1. watching the film assigned for that class on your own time (most are available in the library and 
through services like Netflix; see me for options if you cannot access the film or if something else was scheduled 
for that class); 2. writing a two-page commentary on the film that refers explicitly to the texts assigned for that class; 
3. submitting the assignment (in paper or by email) within ten days of the absence. The assignment should take 
around three and a half hours to complete (both film and writing)—roughly the same amount of time as a class.  
 
Film Analysis Note-Taking 
You have likely spent thousands of hours watching film and television, but this was certainly most often a passive 
experience—as uncritical absorption into the story is the intention of most filmmakers. In class, however, you are 
expected to watch each film with an active and analytical eye. Note-taking is essential, and you should have pen 
and paper at hand at all times (no laptops are permitted—see classroom conduct). While you’re welcome to 
establish a system that suits you, I strongly recommend that you write down apparent or significant visual/acoustic 
motifs; interesting mise-en-scène, cinematography, editing, and sound choices, revealing lines of dialogue, and any 
other narrative or non-narrative elements. 
 These will be collected at the end of the fifteen classes that include an entire film, and evaluated as part of 
your attendance/participation grade. The notes for each film are evaluated on a “check (90%), check-plus (100%), 
check-minus (75%)” scale. These will be collected ten times—on all days but the first, the midterm, and the final 
(you are to write essays on the films screened during exam days, so note-taking will be essential). The two lowest 
grades are dropped. This contributes to 2/3 of your attendance/participation grade (10% of the total grade). 
 
Presentations 
You will conduct two brief (10 minute) in-class presentations (in two separate classes) on the readings assigned 
over the semester. These are informal—but structured—presentations intended to start a conversation about the 
text. It should: 1. present the key points of the argument; 2. consider how the claims and examples within the text 
contribute to issues raised in the course so far; 3. indicate specific questions or points for consideration when 
watching the film and/or clips scheduled for that class; 4. address any particular passages or claims that you find 
counterintuitive, difficult, or would like to be explained. Some texts are more demanding than others, and this is 
put into consideration. Each presentation contributes 3% of the total grade, and is evaluated on a “check (90%), 
check-plus (100%), check-minus (75%)” scale. Early in the semester you will be able to select, in order of 
preference, the two texts you would like to discuss. I suggest you read your assigned texts well in advance of that 
class and meet with me during office hours if you are unsure as to how you should present it. 
 
In-Class Writing on Assigned Texts 
Approximately four or five times throughout the semester, you are to write a brief synthesis of texts assigned over 
the past two weeks. These are to assure that you have been reading consistently and that you understand the key 
concepts of individual texts, as well as how they relate to each other and contribute the films and topics. These will 
take about 15 minutes of in-class time. You will have a several questions to choose from, and these are open 
notebook assignments—you can use any notes, including the provided lecture notes, as well as a printed copy of 
the text, but you cannot use an electronic device. Each response contributes 3% of the total grade (for a total of 
9%), and is evaluated on a “check (90%), check-plus (100%), check-minus (75%), and incomplete (0%)” scale. 
The highest three are counted toward the final grade.  
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Papers 
The first two papers (4 to 5 pages each) will be on topics discussed up until that point in the class. You will have 
three or four recommended topics to choose from, approximately two weeks before the paper is due. You may also 
propose an alternative topic, but it must address at least two of the course readings and be approved at least a 
week before it is due.  
 The final paper topic is of your own choosing, and must combine course readings with additional research. To 
help with this process, you are to write a 2-page (400 to 600 word) final paper thesis statement outlining your 
topic, method, and supporting texts, as well as two one-page summaries of two texts you will incorporate in your 
argument. Once you have an approved thesis statement, you will use this to structure your final (10 to 12 page) 
paper. You are free to change directions as you progress.  
 We will discuss final paper topics—as well as the appropriate scope and structure of such assignments—
several times throughout the course, and I am happy to review drafts.  
 Final papers are to be emailed as Microsoft Word (.doc or .docx) or PDF documents. I will email a 
confirmation within 24 hours that I received a legible copy.  
 
Paper Format 
Most academic journals of film, media, and culture adhere to The Chicago Manual of Style or the MLA Handbook. 
While the MLA or APA Style is acceptable for papers in this class, I will provide a brief citation and style handout 
based on the 16th Edition of the Chicago Manual before the first paper is due. All papers should be double spaced, 
11- to 12-point font, with 1-inch margins. Footnotes, endnotes, or in-text citations are acceptable. Papers must 
include a complete bibliography.  
 
Late Assignments 
Late screening commentaries and exam essays will be marked down 5% per day. For example, an A- (93%) that is 
two days late becomes a B- (83%). Students unable to attend a class in which assignments are handed in should 
email a copy to me by 1:35 PM of the due day. You can email me late assignments. In order to register final grades, 
I must receive all late work by 5:00 pm, Friday December 12.  
 
Course Grades 
Course grades are based on a 100-point scale. There is no curve. Final grades are determined by performance in 
each area stated above and explained below.  
 A-range grades are reserved for students who truly excel, and surpass the expectations of the assignment. A-
range papers complete all of the required criteria and include additional relevant research that supports a cogent 
and original argument. There are no irrelevant or redundant sentences or paragraphs; the prose is strong; and the 
format is flawless. Such papers not only demonstrate a mastery of the concepts addressed in the course, but also 
present the student’s unique insights in the best light.  
 B-range grades are earned by students who do above-average work, clearly achieving the goals of the 
assignment in a thorough, solid fashion. B-range papers complete all of the required criteria and include additional 
relevant research. While there is a clear and compelling thesis, the paper’s structure does not always provide 
support; some examples or sources lead into other topics. Such papers demonstrate a clear understanding of the 
key issues addressed in the course, but could go further in the presentation of the student’s own insights.  
 C-range grades are earned by students who satisfactorily meet the expectations of the assignment in an 
adequate fashion. C-range papers lack a specific or clearly articulated thesis. The sources and examples used in the 
paper relate only generally to the topic at hand. The structure of the paper is barely discernible; it consists of a 
string of interesting scenes, insights, and quotations; the connections are tenuous. A paper with irrelevant or 
distracting tangents is particularly problematic with short papers, as there is limited space to support your 
argument. In addition to some historical or analytical inaccuracies, there may be errors in format or citation.  
 D-range grades are given to students who do not satisfactorily meet the expectations of the assignment. D-
range papers lack an argument and show little understanding of the topic. They do not utilize outside research, or 
rely on websites like Wikipedia for support—which may be fine for preliminary research, but are generally not 
reliable and should not be used for academic papers.  
 F-grades are given to students who do not attend class regularly; who fail to meet the expectations of an 
assignment; and/or who fail to complete any of the assigned work for the course. A failing grade will automatically 
be assigned to any student who violates the academic integrity policy of the University. 
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Academic Integrity 
Academic dishonesty will be treated as an extremely serious matter, and can result in expulsion. At a minimum, 
and without exception, any assignment that has been plagiarized will receive a zero, and there is no opportunity to 
resubmit the assignment. In many cases, this may result in a failing grade for the course. Acts of academic 
dishonesty will also be referred to the to the OSCCR (Office of Student Conduct and Conflict Resolution). Any 
occurrence of plagiarism will be brought to the attention of the student’s Department Chair. 

It is never permissible to turn in any work that has been copied from another student or copied from a source 
(including Internet) without properly acknowledging the source. It is the student’s responsibility to make sure that 
all work meets the standard of academic honesty set forth by the university. If in doubt, it is much better to over-
cite any text from which you derive ideas. I will be happy to discuss the rules and norms of academic writing any 
time throughout the course. Please read Northeastern University’s Academic Integrity Policy at 
http://www.northeastern.edu/osccr/academicintegrity/. 
 
Special Needs / Additional Assistance 
Students with special needs as addressed by the Americans with Disabilities Act who need reasonable 
modifications, special assistance, or accommodations in this course should promptly direct their request to the 
Disability Resource Center (20 Dodge Hall, 617-373-2675). For additional information, please visit 
http://www.northeastern.edu/drc/. 
 I strongly recommend that all students utilize the Writing Center (at 412 Holmes Hall and 136 Snell Library). 
Visit http://www.northeastern.edu/english/writing-center/, or call 617-373-4549. 
 If you have any issues that may affect your ability to write effectively, attend or follow lectures or discussions, 
or meet deadlines, please let me know early in the semester so that we can accommodate you. All discussions are 
confidential.  
 
Classroom Conduct 
Students are expected to adhere to Northeastern University’s Code of Student Conduct, to join the discourse of the 
academy with honesty of voice and integrity of scholarship, and to show respect for staff, professors, and other 
students. Disruptive behavior that is persistent or significantly interferes with classroom activities may be subject to 
disciplinary action.  
• Cell phones—as well as iPods or other electronic devices—are to be turned off and put away for class.  
• Laptops should also be turned off and put away for class. There are several reasons for this:  

a. You won’t need them. You are not expected to take extensive notes, and there are no exams based on 
lectures; much of the class is an open discussion; all clips and films will be projected for the class—if 
there is something relevant you would like to see, let me know and we’ll look it up.  

b. It is distracting for the professor or student who is talking. It is difficult to know if you are following the 
conversation, and it is easy to assume that your interest lies elsewhere.  

c. It is distracting for you! While you might believe that you are the exception, there have been many 
studies that clearly state that multitasking is a myth.  

• If you absolutely need to make a call or send an email, please step outside the classroom. 
• Students who violate the no-screen policy will have their final grade reduced by 1% for each violation. This 

goes for the lecture, discussion, and screening sections of the class alike. I may not say anything in class, 
but often notice nonetheless. If the issue is persistent, I will send an email. 

• Please refrain from talking during the films, or from otherwise distracting your classmates. If you need to slip 
out during class, please do so quietly, and shut the door behind you.  

• If you need to leave class early, let me know at the beginning of class. 
• Drinks should be in closed containers and food (which may be consumed during screenings) should be small, 

unobtrusive, and not messy: powerbars, trail mix, or other small snacks are fine; french fries, pizzas, and 
the like are not.  

 
Email and Course Website 
I will occasionally communicate with the entire class through your email linked to the blackboard site, so it is 
essential that you regularly check this or forward your Husky account to your preferred address.  
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 The course is posted as CINE1388 Monsters, Aliens, Androids on blackboard.neu.edu. Please refer to the site 
regularly. It includes the course packet readings, all course handouts, deadline reminders, and links to websites 
and videos. 
 
Possible Changes to the Syllabus 
While the class schedule and framework is relatively set, course packet texts and film clips may be subject to 
change, depending on the direction of class conversations. You will be notified in writing well before hand of any 
significant changes, such as additional required reading.  
 
Evaluations 
You are expected to fill out the online course evaluations known as TRACE (Teacher Rating and Course Evaluation) 
at the end of the semester. I value your feedback, and this is very helpful for the program and the university. 
Written responses that are specific and include examples are particularly welcome.  
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CINE 1388: Monsters, Aliens, Androids 
Course Schedule 

Tuesdays and Fridays, 1:35–4:30 
 
Class 1: Introduction to Monsters, Aliens, Androids, Friday, September 5 
Screening:  Freaks (Tod Browning, 1932), 64 min.  
 

Week 2: Monsters Low & High 
Class 2: Frankenstein, Tuesday, September 9 
Reading: Noël Carroll, “Fantastic Biologies and the Structures of Horrific Imagery,” 42–52. 

Judith Halberstam, “Making Monsters: Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein,” 28–52. 

Excerpts: Frankenstein (James Whale, 1931) 

Screening: The Bride of Frankenstein (James Whale, 1935), 75 min.  
 
Class 3: Dracula & the Vampire, Friday, September 12 
Reading: Franco Moretti, “Dialectic of Fear,” (extract), 148–60. 

Robin Wood, “Burying the Undead: The Use and Obsolescence of Count Dracula,” 364–78. 

Excerpts: Nosferatu, a Symphony of Horror / Nosferatu, eine Symphonie des Grauens (F.W. Murnau, 1922) 
   Dracula (Tod Browning, 1931) 
   Dracula (John Badham, 1979)  
   Dracula (Francis Ford Coppola, 1992) 
   Let the Right One In / Låt den rätte komma in (Tomas Alfredson, 2008) 
 

Week 3: The Magic/Modern Android  
Class 4: Modernity & Magic, Tuesday, September 16 
Reading: Sigmund Freud, “The Uncanny,” 123–62. 

R.L. Rutsky, “Between Modernity and Magic: Metropolis (1927),” 157–75. 

Screening: Metropolis (Fritz Lang, 1927 / 2010 Restored Version), 145 min; Prelude and Intermezzo. 
 
Class 5: Technology & Sexuality, Friday, September 19 
Reading: Andreas Huyssen, “The Vamp and the Machine: Technology and Sexuality in Fritz Lang’s 

Metropolis,” 221–37.  

Screening: Metropolis (Fritz Lang, 1927 / 2010 Restored Version), 145 min; Furioso. 
 

Week 4: Monsters from the Outside & Inside 
Class 6: Ethnographic Others, Tuesday, September 23 
Reading: Fatimah Tobing Rony, “King Kong and the Monster in Ethnographic Cinema,” 157–91.  

Excerpts: Island of Lost Souls (Erie C. Kenton, 1932) 

Screening: King Kong (Merian C. Cooper & Ernest B. Schoedsack, 1933), 100 min.  
 
Class 7: Ids & Alter Egos, Friday, September 26 
Reading: Jeffrey Geiger and R.L. Rutsky, “Film Analysis: Approaches and Strategies,” 1014–60. 
   Karen Hollinger, “The Monster as Woman: Two Generations of Cat People,” 296–308. 

Excerpts: Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde (Rouben Mamoulian, 1931) 
   The Howling (Joe Dante, 1981) 
   Cat People (Paul Schrader, 1982) 

Screening: Cat People (Jacques Tourneur, 1942), 73 min.  
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Week 5: Cold War Invaders 
Class 8: Things, Tuesday, September 30 
Reading: Susan Sontag, “The Imagination of Disaster,” 209–25. 

Peter Biskind, “’The Russians Are Coming, Aren’t They?’ Them! and The Thing,” 318–24.  

Suggested: Margaret Tarratt, “Monsters from the Id,” 330–49. 

Excerpts: Them! (Gordon Douglas, 1954) 

Screening: The Thing from Another World (Howard Hawks & Christian Nyby, 1951), 87 min.  
 
Class 9: Body Snatchers, Friday, October 3 

First Paper Due 

Reading: Peter Biskind, “The Mind Managers: Invasion of the Body Snatchers and the Paranoid Style in  
American Movies,” 137–44. 

Cyndy Hendershot, “The Invaded Body: Paranoia and Radiation Anxiety in Invaders from Mars,  
It Came from Outer Space, and Invasion of the Body Snatchers,” 39–50. 

Excerpts: Invaders from Mars (William Cameron Menzies, 1953) 
   It Came from Outer Space (Jack Arnold, 1953) 

Invasion of the Body Snatchers (Philip Kaufman, 1978) 
Body Snatchers (Abel Ferrara, 1993) 

Screening:  Invasion of the Body Snatchers (Don Siegel, 1956), 80 min. 
 

Week 6: Zombies: Your Next-Door Monsters  
Class 10: Zombies, Tuesday, October 7 
Reading: Steven Shaviro, “Contagious Allegories: George Romero,” 83–105.   
   Jeffrey Jerome Cohen, “Undead (A Zombie Oriented Ontology),” 397–412. 

Excerpts: Night of the Living Dead (George A. Romero, 1968) 
Dawn of the Dead (George A. Romero, 1978) 
Land of the Dead (George A. Romero, 2005) 
Diary of the Dead (George A. Romero, 2007) 
Dawn of the Dead (Zack Snyder, 2004) 
28 Days Later… (Danny Boyle, 2002) 

 
No Class, Friday, October 10 

Week 7: Abject Mothers & Daughters 
Class 11: The Possessed, Tuesday, October 14 
Reading: Barbara Creed, “Kristeva, Femininity, Abjection,” 8–15. 

Barbara Creed, “Woman as Possessed Monster: The Exorcist,” 31–42. 

Excerpts: Carrie (Brian De Palma, 1976) 

Screening: The Exorcist (William Friedkin, 1973), 122 min.  
 
Class 12: The Monstrous Womb, Friday, October 17 
Reading: Lianna McLarty, “‘Beyond the Veil of the Flesh’: Cronenberg and the Disembodiment of Horror,” 

231–52. 

Suggested: Barbara Creed, “Woman as Monstrous Womb: The Brood,” 43–58. 

Excerpts: Rabid (David Cronenberg, 1977) 

Screening: The Brood (David Cronenberg, 1979), 92 min. 
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Week 8: Alien/s  
Class 13: Alien, Tuesday, October 21 
Reading: Barbara Creed, “Horror and the Archaic Mother: Alien,” 16–60. 

Vivian Sobchack, “The Virginity of Astronauts: Sex and the Science Fiction Film,” 103–15. 

Screening: Alien (Ridley Scott, 1979), 117 min.  
 
Class 14: Aliens, Friday, October 24 
Reading: Catherine Constable, “Becoming the Monster’s Mother: Morphologies of Identity in the Alien 

Series,” 173–202 

Excerpts: Aliens (James Cameron, 1986) 
   Alien: Resurrection (Jean-Pierre Jeunet, 1997) 
 

Week 9:  Posthuman Hybrids  
Class 15: Becoming Insect, Tuesday, October 28 
Reading: Murray Smith, “(A)moral Monstrosity,” 69–83. 
   J.P. Telotte, “Crossing Genre Boundaries / Bound by Fantasy: The Fly (1986),” 179–95. 

Excerpts: The Fly (Kurt Neumann, 1958) 

Screening: The Fly (David Cronenberg, 1986), 96 min. 
 
Class 16: Posthuman Progeny, Friday, October 31 
Reading: Kimberly Jackson, “The End of Patriarchy—Defining the Postmodern Prometheus in Splice and  

Prometheus,” 111–42. 

Excerpts: Prometheus (Ridley Scott, 2012) 

Screening: Splice (Vincenzo Natali, 2009), 104 min. 
 

Week 10:  Cyborgs 
Class 17: RoboCops, Tuesday, November 4 
Reading: J.P. Telotte, “The Science Fiction Film as Uncanny Text: RoboCop,” 161–78. 
   Christine Cornea, “The Masculine Subject of Science Fiction in the 1980s Blockbuster Era” 

(excerpt), 120–30. 

Excerpts: RoboCop (José Padilha, 2014) 

Screening: RoboCop (Paul Verhoeven, 1987), 102 min.  
 
Class 18: Terminators, Friday, November 7 

Second Paper Due 

Reading: Mark Jancovich, “Modernity and Subjectivity in The Terminator: The Machine as Monster in 
Contemporary American Culture,” 3–17. 

   J.P. Telotte, “The Exposed Modern Body: The Terminator and Terminator 2,” 169–85. 

Excerpts: Terminator 2: Judgement Day (James Cameron, 1991) 
   Terminator 3: Rise of the Machines (Jonathan Mostow, 2003) 
   Terminator Salvation (McG, 2009) 

Screening: The Terminator (James Cameron, 1984), 107 min.  
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Week 11:  Replicants 
Veterans Day, November 11 
 
Class 19: Replicants, Friday, November 14 
Reading: Mary Ann Doane, “Technophilia: Technology, Representation, and the Feminine,” 163–76. 
   Scott Bukatman, “Replicants and Mental Life,” 75–97.  

Suggested: Joseph Francavilla, “The Android as Dopplegänger,” 4–15.  

Excerpts: Creation of the Humanoids (Wesley Barry, 1962) 
The Machine (Caradog W. James, 2013) 

Screening: Blade Runner (Ridley Scott, 1982 / “final cut,” 2007), 117 min.  
 

Week 12: Digital Monsters & Images 
Class 20: Borgs & Cylons, Tuesday, November 18 
Reading: Christine Wertheim, “Star Trek: First Contact: The Hybrid, the Whore and the Machine,” 74–93. 

Excerpts: Star Trek: The Next Generation (1987–1994) 
   Star Trek: First Contact (Jonathan Frakes, 1996) 
   Star Trek: Voyager (1995–2001) 
   Battlestar Galactica (2004–2009) 
 
Class 21: Neo-Baroque Hollywood Creatures, Friday, November 21 

Final Paper Statement Due 

Reading: Sean Cubitt, “The Supernatural in Neo-Baroque Hollywood,” 47–65. 

Excerpts: Van Helsing (Stephen Sommers, 2004) 
   Underworld (Len Wiseman, 2003) 

Screening:  The Cabin in the Woods (Drew Goddard, 2012) 
 

Week 13:  Review & Workshop  
Class 22: Course Review / Writing Workshop, Tuesday, November 25 

 
Thanksgiving Break 

 
Week 14:  Presentations  

Class 23: Presentations, Friday, December 2 
 
 
 

Final Essays Due: Tuesday, December 9, 5:00 PM. (email to n.blake@neu.edu) 

 
 
 
 
 


